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Abstract 
Recently, several results bounding the diameter of a regular graph from its eigenvalues have 
been presented. They admit the following unified presentation: Let 20 >.~1 >' "  > 2d be the 
d + 1 distinct eigenvalues of a graph of order n and diameter D, and let P be a polynomial. 
Then, P(20)> I IPI l~(n-1)~O<-..dgrP, where IIPII~ :maxl<~i<~d{[P(~.i)l}. Thebest results are 
obtained when P = Pk is the so-called k-alternating polynomial of degree k. For not necessarily 
regular graphs the above condition reads Pk(20) > I lPk II ~(l lvl12 _ 1 ) =~ D ~< k, where v is the 
positive eigenvector with smallest component equal to 1. To measure the accuracy of this result 
it seems interesting to investigate the graphs for which Pk(20)= I IPkl[~(l lv l l  2 - 1), that we call 
boundary graphs. This has already been done for k = d - 1, and is undertaken i this paper for 
1 ~< k < d - 1. We present several families of such graphs, paying special attention to graphs with 
diameter D = k + 1. 
I. Introduction 
The subject of  upperbounding the diameter of a graph from its eigenvalues has 
recently attracted an ever increasing interest. Let 20 >)~l > " "  > ~.d be the d+ 1 distinct 
eigenvalues of a regular graph F = (V ,E )  of degree k, order I Vl =n and diameter D. 
Alon and Milman [1] and Mohar [11] (using the Laplacian matrix) upperbound the 
diameter in terms of the first two eigenvalues. 
Then, several results bounding the diameter of  a regular graph from its first eigen- 
value 20 and either its second eigenvalue (in absolute value) 2,  = max l <.i<.d{ I~-~1} = 
max{)~l,--2d} or both 21 and 2d have been given by Chung [3], Delorme and So16 [5], 
Chung et al. [4] and Van Dam and Haemers [12] among others. Their results admit the 
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following unified presentation: Let P be a real polynomial and set [[P[[o~ = max1 <~i<~d 
{Ie(,~i)l}. Then, 
P(20) > IIPIIo~(n - 1) ~D(r )~<dgre .  (1) 
The proof basically works as in [3,5]: If A is the adjacency matrix of F, the left-hand 
side inequality causes the matrix P(A) to have all its entries different from zero, so 
that there must exist a path of length ~< dgr P between any two vertices of the graph, 
and this gives the bound on D(F) in the right-hand side. 
With this formulation, Chung [3] considered the case P(x)=x k, Delorme and So16 
[5] generalized Chung's results by taking P(x) =x k + tx k-l,  t E •+, which has the 
advantage of being useful to the case of bipartite biregular graphs (that is, bipartite 
graphs such that vertices in the same vertex class have the same degree), and Chung et 
al. [4] as well as Van Dam and Haemers [12] used Chebyshev polynomials hifted to 
the interval (2d, 21 ). Other results, using the Laplacian matrix, can be found in [4,11]. 
Besides, in [4,5] the case of regular digraphs was also considered. 
However, the formulation in (1) suggests that, to optimize the results, we must 
face the discrete nature of the problem, and look for the polynomials that maximize 
the quotient P(~o)/l[e[l~. Or, alternatively, we should try to maximize P(20) when the 
considered polynomials are normalized by IIPII~ = 1. This has been done by the authors 
in [6], for not necessarily regular graphs, introducing the alternating polynomials Pk 
of degree k. In terms of these polynomials, and for not necessarily regular graphs, (1) 
becomes 
ek(20)>llvll 2 - 1 =~ O(F)<<.k, (2) 
where v is the positive eigenvector, i.e. the eigenvector corresponding to20, normalized 
so that its smallest component equals one. In the case of regular graphs, v =j,  the all-1 
vector, and this simplifies to 
Pk(20)>n-  1 =~ D(F)<.k. (3) 
The procedure to upperbound the diameter of a graph from its eigenvalues and n 
(or Ilvll 2 when the graph is not regular) is the following: Compute the alternating 
polynomials and their values at 20. Since, D ~<d is always true, we have D ~<k, where 
k is the smallest value, 1 <~k<~d- 1, for which the inequality Pk (20)>n-  1 (or 
Pk(20)> Ilvll 2 - 1) holds. All eigenvalues are involved in this procedure which, in 
general, gives a better bound than all previous proposals. Its main drawback is that the 
bound is not explicit. 
In order to measure the accuracy of these results and since interesting things used 
to happen at boundaries, it seems appealing to analyze those graphs satisfying 
Pk0-0)  = [Ivl[ 2 - 1 (4 )  
that we call k-boundary 9raphs. This has already been done by the authors for k = d -  1 
in [7,8], and is undertaken i this paper for 1 <~k<d-  1. The main properties of these 
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graphs are studied in Section 3. Since Pk+i (~o)~ek(~O)  = II,,112 - 1, we know that for 
k-boundary graphs D ~< k + 1, and we find that the value D- -k  + 1 is indeed attained, 
a result which seems to indicate the optimality of our approach. We study k-boundary 
graphs with diameter D = k + 1 in Section 4. We begin by stating in the next section 
the main terminology and known results used throughout the paper. 
2. Terminology and known results 
Unless otherwise stated, F=(V,E)  is a simple, connected noncomplete graph, of 
order IV 1 =n. For a given ordering of its vertices, we only distinguish between a 
vertex ei and the corresponding vector ei of the standard basis of ~n by the bold type 
used. Besides, we consider A, the adjacency matrix of F, as an endomorphism of En. 
As usual, 1 denotes the n × n matrix with all entries equal to 1. The d + 1, d >~ 2, 
distinct eigenvalues of the graph are denoted by ),0>21 >' "  >2a. The spectrum of 
the graph, which is the set of eigenvalues together with their multiplicities mt = m(2/), 
mo m I md is denoted by S(F)= {20 , 21 .. . . .  2 a }. The distance between two vertices is denoted 
by O(ei, ej) and the diameter, which is the maximum of these distances is denoted by 
D. Whenever t3(ei, e j )=D,  we say that ei is a diametral vertex, and also that ei, ej is 
a diametral pair of vertices. 
The spectral decomposition of the canonical vectors 
ei = zio + zil + "'" + zia, zit E Ker(A - 2tl) (5) 
is repeatedly used below. From this decomposition, the authors introduced in [9] the 
(ei-)local multiplicity of the eigenvalue 2/as mei(2t)= mi(2t)= Ilzgtll 2. In particular, if 
v = (Vl . . . . .  vn) denotes the normalized positive eigenvector, m/(20) = v~/llvl) 2 > 0, and 
for regular graphs v = j  gives rni(2o)= 1In. 
The local mesh of a vertex ei consists of those eigenvalues of F with nonnull 
(el -) local  multiplicity: JCi = {#0(=20)>[21 > " ' "  ~> #d,} -Let  us also set ~/* = ~//g \ {2} 
--{/al>/~2> ... >/aa,}. The local equivalent of D<d is that the eccentricity of 
every vertex ei satisfies ecc(ei)<~di. We say that a vertex ei is extremal whenever 
ecc(eg) = di. Then, the (ei-)local spectrum of F is defined by 
sg(r) u7 m,(/~a, )  = ' " ' ' '  #dj ~" 
When we 'see' the graph from a given vertex, its local spectrum plays a similar role 
as the ('global') spectrum, thus, justifying the terminology used. The following results, 
proved in [9] further illustrate the significance of the local multiplicites. 
• For each vertex ei, the (el-)local multiplicities of all the eigenvalues add up to l: 
d~ 
~-~1=0 mi( l  tl ) = 1. 
• The multiplicity of every eigenvalue of F is the sum, extended to all vertices, of its 
local multiplicities: m(2t) = ~i~=l mi( 2t ). 
Given a mesh of d distinct real numbers J r ' *= {21 >22 >- . .  >2d}, the mapping 
Ra_l[X]---+ ~, defined by IIP[[ =-max{Ie(;~l)l: l=  1 . . . . .  d} is a norm in ~a-l[x]. Let 
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~--{PE  ~d-l[X]: !lell ~ 1}. Then, the k-alternating polynomial Pk on J/g* is defined 
as the unique element of ~k[x] N ~ such that 
Pk(2) = sup{P(2): P C ~k[x] rq 9~} 
for any given 2>21. In fact, it does not depend on the chosen 2. This formulation 
allows us to speak of the alternating polynomials of a mesh. 
The subset of J//* where the k-alternating polynomial Pk takes values +1, that is 
Yk*= ~'* rqPk-l{-1, 1}, is called the k-proper mesh. We know that its cardinality is 
I~*[ ~>k+ 1 and that always 21,)~d E 4* ,  since Pk(21) : 1 and Pk(J,d) =(--1) k. Also, 
for a given 20 >21, we write ~ '  = {2o} U Jk'* = {20 >21 > ... >2d}. 
We introduce the two families of polynomials 
d 




Z? -x_2~ o H (x -Z j ) ,  l=1 . . . . .  d, (7) 
j= l ( j¢ l )  
so that, with the notation 
d 
r~z=rct(~)= H 12t-'~yl=lZl(2t)l=(-1)tzt('~t), l=0,1  . . . . .  d, (8) 
j=O(jT~l) 
we have 
ZI( A )el = ZI( A )zil = ZI( At )zit = ( -  1 )l T~lZil , 
Z~'(A)ei = Z~'(A)zio + Z~'(A)za = Zt*(A0)z~0 + Zt*(2Dza 
zoo ( -  1 )t+l nt 
- -  - -  Zio "~- gil, 
20 - 2l 20 - 2l 
7ZO 
(Zo( A )ei, ej ) ---- (Zo( 2o )Zio, ej ) = (Zo( 2o )Zio, Zjo) = I -~  vivj" 
From the last equation, and considering r as a column vector, it follows that the 
polynomial H=(llvll2/~o)Zo satisfies H(A)=vv x. In particular, when F is regular 
H(A)  = J ,  so that in this case H is the Hoffman polynomial of F, see Hoffman [10]. 
The polynomial H will be referred to as the generalized Hoffman polynomial. 
3. Boundary graphs 
With the notation above, k-boundary graphs are characterized by (4): Pk(2o)= 
Ilvll2-1. Let us first look at some examples. 
Example 1. The nonregular graph F = Kn - e, n ~> 4, obtained by deleting one edge 
from Kn has eigenvalues 20,21 =0,22 =-1 ,  and 23, where 20 and 23 are the roots of 
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x 2 - (n - 3)x - 2(n - 2)---0: 
n -  3 + x/n 2 +2n-  7 n -  3 -  v/n 2 + 2n-  7 
20 = and 23 = , 
2 2 
and the normalized positive eigenvector has two components equal to 1 (those corre- 
sponding to the endvertices of the deleted edge) and the remaining equal to 20/(n - 2). 
Its 1-alternating polynomial is PI = -(2/23)x + 1. Since, 
P,()-o) = -22---0-o + 1 -- ) '~  + l = Ilvll 2 - 1, 
23 (n - 2) 
it is a 1-boundary graph with diameter D = 2. Note that the two endvertices of the 
deleted edge are the only diametral vertices of the graph. 
Example 2. The nonregular graph F--Kn,~ -e ,  n/> 3, obtained by deleting one edge 
from K~,~ has d + 1--5 distinct eigenvalues, (+(n -  1 )4 -~/ (n -  1)(n + 3))/2 and 0. 
The normalized positive eigenvector has two components equal to 1 and the remaining 
equal to ½(1 + v/(n + 3)/(n - 1)). The 2-alternating polynomial P2 takes ±1 values at 
the three eigenvalues different from 0 and 20. It is easily verified that 
P2(20) = n + 2 + ~/(n - 1)(n + 3) = Ilvll 2 - 1, 
so that Kn, n - e is a 2-boundary graph with diameter D = 3. 
Example 3. The regular graph obtained from the 4-cube by switching the two edges 
between vertices 0010, 0100 and vertices 0011, 0101 has eigenvalues 
20 =4, 21 =2, /~2 = V/2, "~-3 =0,  /~4 ~--- -V/2, 
25 =-2  and 26=-4 .  
The 3-alternating polynomial corresponding to these values is P3(x)= ~(x 3 + 3x e - 
4x -  6). Since P3(4) = 15 = I / ' I -  1, the graph is a regular 3-boundary graph of diameter 
D=4.  
Example 4. The regular graph obtained by switching two edges of the graph F = K4 × 
/£2 ×/£2, (for instance, the edges between vertices 200, 300 and vertices 210, 310, with 
the usual notation), has eigenvalues 
2o=5, 21=3, 22=1, 23- -x /~-1 ,  
24=--1, /~5 =--X/~-- 1, and 26=-3 .  
The 3-alternating polynomial corresponding to these values is P3(x)---- 1 3 g(X -- 7X). Since 
P3(5)---15= IF I -  1, the graph is a 3-boundary graph of diameter D=3.  
Since for a k-boundary graph, the inequality in the right-hand side of (2) does 
not hold, the matrix Pk(A) may have entries equal to zero. That is, it may occur 
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that (Pk(A))ij= (Pk(A)ei, ej)=0, for some pair of vertices ei, ej. We say in this case 
that each one is a k-conjugate vertex and also that they form a pair of k-conjugate 
vertices. (When no confusion may arise the prefix k- will be dropped.) We begin with 
the following characterization f conjugate vertices. 
Propos i t ion  3.1. Let F be a k-boundary graph for the k-alternating polynomial Pk 
with k-proper mesh JV'k*. Then, two vertices ei, ej are k-conjugate iff their spectral 
decompositions are 
1 1 
ei= [ -~v  + zi, ej= [~v  + zj, 
where zi, zj E Ker YIue~* (A - #I) and Pk(A)(zi) = -zj. 
Proof i  Let 
vi vi vj _ vj + #j 
ei= l--~v + z i= l--~v + ai + {Ji, eJ= l~V + Zj-- [~v  + ~tj 
be the spectral decompositions of ei, ej, where ai, ~j E Ker I - L~.  (A - #I),/~i,/~j 
E Ker 1-Iue~t. \~* (A -  pl), and Jg* is the mesh of Pk. Then, if ?ij is the angle between 
Pk(A)zi and zj, we have 
Pk(,~o) 
Pk(A)ij = (Pk(A)ei, ej) -- [iv[12 vivj + [IPk(A)zill[Izj[I cos?ij 
I1~17- 1 / v ~. 
1> _ _  J ilvll2 ViVj --tlPk(A)z~ll v l  - I-~T~I cos ~ejl =( , ) .  
Since I lek(A)z i l l=v/ l lPk(A)~i l l2+ IIPk(A)EII = and from the definition of ~*  
we have IIPk(h)~,ll = I1~;11, IIPk(-4)EII~IIEII, with equality iff f l i=O, it follows that 
I lek(h)zdl >1 V/II~,II 2 + IIEII 2 - -  v /1  - v~/llvll 2. Then 
(*) /> - -  IIvll 2 -  1 
Ilvll 2 
v~ 41 - vff ~vj -  1 - ~ ~ lcos~, , j l  
-' 1 - vy Ilvll 2 - 1 vivj 
= 1 - ilvll= I (~  V/(llv[i 2 _ vD(llvll = _ vff) 
cos ~,q[ t>0. 
Therefore, ei, ej is a k-conjugate pair iff all the inequalities above are xn fact equalities. 
This means cos 7ij = - 1, ~i = O, V i = Vj = 1,  and the symmetric character of conjugation 
also gives flj = 0. This set of conditions is equivalent to the stated result. [] 
An immediate consequence of Proposition 3.1 is that for a k-boundary graph all 
entries of Pk(A) are nonnegatives. Notice also that the conclusion of Proposition 3.1 
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may also be expressed, with ?t EKer(A -/~ll) ,  as 
1 1 
ei= 1-~1~÷ Z ]~l, ej= [~v- -  Z Pk(lAI)gl' (9) 
where Pk(#t)= + 1. In particular, we obtain: 
Corollary 3.2. In a k-boundary graph two conjugate vertices have the same local 
spectrum. 
In the situation of Proposition 3.1 we have 
I1 112- 1 1 
Pk(A)e ,  -- ilvll  v ÷ Pk(A)z i  = v - i- v - z j  = - e j .  
Moreover, it follows that every vertex ei can only belong to a pair of conjugate vertices 
ei, ej, related by ej = v - Pk(A)ei. 
Let V* be the set of vertices that admit a conjugate, and consider the conjugation 
mapping a:V*~ V* defined by 6ei =ej which is an involution of V*. Denoting 
by F* the subgraph induced in V*, and using the generalized Hoffman polynomial 
introduced in Section 2, the following result can be proved, essentially as in [8]. 
Proposition 3.3. In a k-boundary graph F the mapping a & an automorphism of F*. 
Moreover, in F, O(ffei, ¢7ej ) = O(ei, ej) ~/ei, ej E V*. 
4. Boundary graphs of largest diameter 
We devote this section to the study of k-boundary graphs with diameter k+ 1. Clearly, 
in any such graph there must exist at least one pair of conjugate vertices which are 
at distance k + 1. However, since the coefficients of Pk need not be positive, the 
matrix Pk(A) may have an ij entry equal to zero without he corresponding conjugate 
vertices ei, ej being at distance k + 1. The following proposition clarifies this issue. 
In this section we will always restrain ourselves to the case where the alternating 
polynomial Pk takes +1 values exactly k + 1 times, that is JVk* ={#l >""  >#k+l} 
and ~ = {)~o >ktl >. . .  >,/2k+l}. Let nr(A/~) be defined by (8). 
Proposition 4.1. In a k-boundary graph with ~A/~,*={#I> ... >#k+l} a pair of 
conjugate vertices el, ej are at distance k + 1 iff 
1 n0(JVk) 
mi(I.tr)=mj(#r)-- [ivll2 nr(~A/~) , r= l  . . . . .  k+ 1. 
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rrk+l (x - m), Proof. Using the polynomials Z*= 111=1,t4~ 
decomposition (9) of ei, ej we have 
_ rCo(JVk) 1 
l Z.(l~O)V_~_Zr,(~lr)~ r -~O0~r Ilvll 2 Z* (.4)el = ~-~ 
so that 
7r0(~) 1 7Cr(./~k) iiv, ii 2 
(Z*(A)ei, ej) - 20 - #~ Ilvll: -- fir 
_ rc,(Jffk)( 1 rCo(,Xk) iir, ii 2) 
- I l v l l  
r= l  . . . . .  k + 1, and the 
- -V - - ( - -1 ) r~r  , 
Since the polynomials Z* ( r= 1 . . . . .  k-q-l) form a basis of ~k[x], and []~'rll 2=mi(ktr):  
mj(lAr) from the Corollary 3.2, the result follows. [] 
Let now F be a k-boundary graph of diameter k + 1, and let ei be a vertex such 
that ecc(ei)=D(F)=k + 1 with ej such that O(ei, e j )=k  + 1. Since the pair ei, ej 
is conjugate, ej is unique. In other words, in any such graph every diametral ver- 
tex has precisely another diametrically opposed vertex. From Proposition 3.1 we have 
"~ i*C~k * ~---{]21 > ' ' '  >•k+l},  SO that 
k+ 1 = ecc(ei)~<l~#~*l < I~*1 =k+ I. 
Therefore, each diametral vertex is extremal (ecc(ei)= di = k + 1), and the local mesh 
of every diametral vertex is ~={20>#1 > ""  >#k+l}. Moreover, Proposition 4.1 
leads to 
Corollary 4.2. In a k-boundary graph of diameter k + 1, all diametral vertices have 
the same local spectrum, which consists of the elements of ~:  #0 >#l > ""  >#k+l, 
and the local multiplicity of #r is 
1 rCo(JV'k) 
r--O, 1 .... , k+ l .  
II"ll: ~r (~) '  
We can also use Proposition 3.1 to obtain an upper bound on the number of diametral 
vertices of a k-boundary graph of diameter k + 1. Indeed, when ei is diametral, we 
have ei E (v) GKer [I,,cN* (A - #I), a vector space whose dimension 1+ y]~ ~.  m(#) 
upperbounds the number of such vertices. Then, noticing that diametral vertices occur 
in pairs and that the component of v associated to every diametral vertex equals 1, and 
setting [rJe =max{k: k 6Z,  k even, k~<r}, we have 
Corollary 4.3. Let F be a k-boundary graph of diameter k + 1, with ~*= 
{#1 > ""  >#k+t}. Then, the cardianlity of the set VD of diametral vertices atisfies 
IVD[~<{( 1+ ~ m(P) / • 
~'~"  / J e 
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Fig. 1. The Hoffman graph. 
In particular, i f  all vertices o f  a k-boundary graph of  diameter k + 1 are diametral, 
then the graph is regular, IVI is even and k=d - 1. 
Note that the converse of the last statement does not hold, as the Hoffman graph of 
Fig. 1 shows: It is a 3-boundary graph on 16 vertices, with diameter D=4,  which can 
be obtained from the 4-cube by switching four edges. It is cospectral with the 4-cube, 
so that d=4,  but only vertices 1-8 are diametral. 
Our last result is an interesting connection with the theory of locally pseudo-distance- 
regular graphs developed in [9]. Let us recall this concept. 
Given a vertex ei with eccentricity e, we consider the decomposition V= F0(ei)U 
Fffei)U . . .  UF~(ei), where Fk(ei) is the set of vertices at distance k from el, and 
in particular F l (e i )=F(e i )  is the set of vertices adjacent o el. Now, for any vertex 
e~ c Fk(ei) we introduce the numbers 
e(e~) EIElrVl  ElEl°rVl EIEITVl - - - ,  a(er)--- , b (e~) - - - ,  
Vr Vr Vr 
where 
I Z = {I: el E F(e~) n Fk-l(ei)}, 
I ° : {l: el E F(er)NI'k(ei)}, (10) 
I + = {/: et E r(e~) n Fk+l(ei)}. 
Note that c(er )+a(er )+b(er )= 20, where, by convention, c(e~)= 0 for any e~ E Fo(ei), 
and b(er)= 0 for any er E F~(ei). 
We say that F is pseudo-distance-regular around vertex ei whenever the numbers 
C(er),a(er) and b(e~), defined as above for any e~ E Fk(ei), depend only on the value 
of k. In such a case, we denote them by ck,a~ and bk (0~<k~e), respectively. Then, 
the matrix 
0 cl ' "  q-1 c~) 
C(ei) ~- ao al ""  a~_l at 
bo bl " • " b~-I 0 
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4~ 
Fig. 2. The graph P3 × P3. 
is called the intersect ion array around vertex ei of F. It is shown in [9] that this is 
a generalization of the concept of distance-regularity around a vertex (which in turn 
is a generalization of distance-regularity) that can be found in [2]. The usual concepts 
of distance matrix and distance polynomials generalize in this vein to the concepts of 
local distance matrix and local distance polynomial. 
Example 5. Consider the graph F =£3 × P3 shown in Fig. 2. Its normalized posi- 
tive eigenvector is v = (1, x/2, 1, x/~, 2, v~, 1, x/2, 1 ), as illustrated in the figure, with 
eigenvalue 20 =2x/2. It is pseudo-distance-regular around the central vertex, with in- 
tersection array 
(°0 C(es)  = 0 , 
2v~ v~ 
and also around every comer vertex with intersection array 
/ 0 o 
C(e l  ) : C(e3)  = C(e7)  = C(e9)  : 0 
\2v~ 3/v7 v~ 1/v~ 
The graph P3 x P3 is a 3-boundary graph of diameter D --- 4 and, as we are going to 
see, the fact that it is pseudo-distance-regular around all comer vertices and with the 
same intersection array is not casual. 
To this end consider now the polynomial 
. , _  Ilvll  I-[ 
If ei is a diametral vertex, Proposition 3.1 gives H*(A)e i=v .  Moreover, if e/ is the 
conjugate of el, the polynomial q=H* -Pk  of degree k + 1 satisfies 
qei = H*  ( A )ei - Pk( A )ei = v - Pk(  A )ei = ej. 
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Therefore, putting together the following facts: 
• since ej is the unique vertex at distance k + 1 from e i and vi =vj  = 1, it follows 
that q(A) is the (ei)-local (k + 1)-distance matrix; 
• each diametral vertex is extremal; 
from [9, Theorem 6.3] it follows that all k-boundary graphs of diameter k + 1 are 
pseudo-distance-regular around every diametral vertex. Moreover, since for every vertex 
the sequence of local distance polynomials qo, ql . . . . .  qk+l are determined by the local 
spectra, see [9], so is the local intersection array. Then, from Corollary 4.2 we obtain: 
Theorem 4.4. A k-boundary graph of diameter k+ 1 is pseudo-distance-regular around 
every diametral vertex and with the same intersection array. 
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